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Our Companies Include...
BILLING

800-492-5629
877-771-3743
800-588-7400
800-527-3907
800-262-8495
800-876-8766
800-274-4499
866-455-9969
800-252-4633

800-492-5629
800-458-0811
800-262-2962
888-888-0080
800-262-8495
800-611-9928
877-776-2436
800-777-9656
877-878-2468

Ryan Tyson, CIC
President-Owner
3775 East State Street
Hermitage, PA 16148
(724) 342-2291

www.reinhardts.com

Reinhardt’s is also on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
reinhardtsinsurance?ref=hl

COMMERCIAL
INSURANCE

Facebook is connected to the Athlete of the Month

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

And they can all be connected to YOU!!

Daniel E. Lawyer
Garrett Hayes
Chris Allan
Juliette Smock
Kimberly A. Beader
Angela D’Urso
Bill Francescone

PERSONAL
INSURANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patty Bender
Mary Ann Shaffer
Robin J. Miller
Ashlee Gassner
Ashley Fabian
Karen M. Shollenberger
Calleen Ramp
Kimber D’Angelo

www.reinhardts.com

As always, we are happy to service and assist you in our office, however, when
you need help after office hours or on the weekend, please note the following:
To make payments and report claims, please visit our web page and click on
the Billing and Claims tab. You can find your carrier, click and be taken to their
site for quick response.

Newest Members of the Team!
Ashley Fabian & Angela D’Urso

Reinhardt’s is excited to welcome Ashley and Angela as our newest employees.
Ashley Fabian is a licensed agent supporting the Personal Insurance department.
Angela is preparing for her position as a Commercial Insurance Account Specialist.
Both ladies will also be working toward a CIC (Certified Insurance Counselor) designation.

Welcome aboard and best of luck ladies!

3775 E. State St. • Hermitage, PA 16148

AIC
Erie Insurance
Encompass Insurance
Foremost Insurance
Millville Mutual
Motorist Mutual
Progressive Insurance
Selective Insurance
Travelers Insurance

CLAIMS

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

COMPANY

Our website can be found
online or on your smartphone

Best of the Best: 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010

Ryan Tyson & Reinhardt’s Agency Accept the
Erie Insurance FW Hirt Quality
Agency of the Year Award

The presenters are Terry Cavanaugh,
President & CEO (Right) & John Kearns,
Executive Vice President, Sales &
Marketing (Left)

Why do we purchase insurance?
Insurance is based on the idea that without monetary protection, your hard earned assets are at risk if you are responsible for bodily injury
to someone, damage to their property or personal injury (liable, slander, defamation, etc.).
To protect you and your assets, insurance pays in the event of a loss.

Reinhardt’s is honored to accept the highest honor for the branch from Erie Insurance Co.
Selections are made by a committee consisting of district sales managers, branch
managers, regional vice presidents, underwriters and top management with the final
decision made by Erie’s president. This award is presented to the Principal Agent whose
agency best exemplifies the attributes Erie looks for in a quality agency.

PA Residents - What is the difference between
Full Tort and Limited Tort?

The award criteria are based on all aspects of agency management during the course of
the previous 2014 calendar year. That criteria consists of:

It’s a beautiful day and you’re driving along and approach a stop light. You come to a complete stop and as you are waiting for the
light to turn green, you see out of the corner of your eye, a car coming around the corner to your left heading directly toward your door.
You brace yourself as there is no time to react.

• Tenure
• Cooperation
• Volume
• Underwriting/Reunderwriting

• Continuing Education
• Attitude
• Product Knowledge

Ryan and the entire staff wish to thank our Erie Insurance clients for their part in making this
award possible.

Risk Management
How Safe is Your Business from Electrical Fires?
The Insurance Institute for business and Home Safety offer the following guidelines for identifying signs of trouble with an electrical
distribution system, which can vary in size and complexity depending on the business’s operations.
Specific areas of concern include:
Fuses and Circuits: Frequently blown fuses or tripped circuits are usually symptoms of overloaded outlets or circuits, which can cause
overheating and an electrical fire.
Corroded Wiring: Old or defective wiring is a major source of electrical fires. While all wiring has the potential to break down, wiring
exposed to the outdoor environment or corrosive substances can break down more quickly than wiring in indoor, non-corrosive
environments. Additionally, wiring that has deteriorated insulating sheathing can lead to a fire and should be replaced.
Hot Spots: Loose connections, corroded connectors or wires, overloaded circuits, short circuits, imbalanced electrical loading, and
faulty fuses, breakers, and switches will create hot spots due to excessive heat in an electrical panel.
Electrical distribution equipment should be periodically thermally imaged and physically inspected, cleaned and tested by a
licensed electrician. Using a hand-held thermal scanner pointed at the electrical panel is an effective way to identify hot spots
before they cause an electrical breakdown that can result in a fire.

The Big Questions
How does an Umbrella Policy respond to a claim?
A recent Tuscano Agency publication noted the following situations:
Claim – Hired house-sitter: A vacationing family hired an individual to house-sit their home, giving permission to have guests and use
their pool. A guest, while holding a toy belonging to the family dog, dove into the pool. The dog jumped in, knocked him off his dive,
causing him to strike his head on the side of the pool. The 39 year old is now a quadriplegic. The claim was ultimately paid to the
policy limit of $2 Million.
Claim – Social Media: The insured’s daughter hated math class as well as her teacher. The daughter made several “disparaging”
and false remarks about her teacher online. The teacher sued the parents for personal injury and $750,000 was paid.
Whether in the car, on the computer or at home, you are exposed to liability for Bodily Injury, Property Damage and Personal Injury.
Take precautions by making good choices and think about a Personal Catastrophe Policy or Umbrella that can cost as little as
$165 a year.

When you wake up, you are told you have serious injuries and may never be able to walk or work again. Full or Limited Tort will dictate
how you can proceed in filing for damages.
Full Tort: The laws of the Commonwealth of PA give you the right to choose a form of insurance under which you maintain an UNRESTRICTED
right for you and the members of your household to seek financial compensation for injuries caused by other drivers. Under this form of
insurance, you and other household members covered under this policy may seek recovery for all medical and other out-of-pocket
expenses and may also seek financial compensation for pain and suffering and other nonmonetary damages as a result of injuries caused
by other drivers.
Limited Tort: The laws of the Commonwealth of PA also give you the right to choose a form of insurance that limits your right, and the right
of members of your household to seek financial compensation for injuries caused by other drivers. Under this form of insurance, you and
other household members covered under this policy may seek recovery for all medical and other out-of-pocket expenses but not for pain
and suffering or other nonmonetary damages unless the injuries suffered fall within the definition of “serious injury” as set forth in the policy
or unless one of several other exceptions noted in the policy applies.
Please call us if you wish to review your current Tort selection.

Why Progressive on Motorcycles and ATV’s?
If you are one of the millions who enjoy Motorcycles and ATV’s, according to Progressive Insurance, there are some things you should
know that distinguish them from most auto insurance policies.
A Progressive Motorcycle Policy can provide coverage to 99% of all motorcycles as well as ATV’s, Golf Carts, and Segways!
They will cover up to $3,000 for accessories automatically. Additional amounts can be purchased.
24-hour Roadside Assistance is “sign & drive,” meaning no out-of-pocket expenses, and is available anywhere in the US or Canada.
Transport Trailer coverage provides up to $10,000 worth of Physical Damage coverage for trailers used to transport your bike.
Free rental coverage!
Trip interruption coverage provides up to $500 per disablement for lodging, food and transportation when more than 100 miles from your
primary residence. This covers for mechanical breakdowns and costs only $5 a year!
Total Loss Coverage pays if a newer motorcycle is declared a total loss, the MSRP of a current model year motorcycle of the same make
and model. It protects new and used bikes for as little as $2 a month.
Progressive also boasts Genuine Manufacturer Parts Guarantee. If you have a claim, they’ll replace damaged original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) parts on your vehicles with OEM parts at no additional cost to you.
Discounts? They have them: Multi-vehicle, Responsible Rider, Homeowners, LoJack, Paid in Full, Advance Quote, Anti-lock Brakes,
Motorcycle Endorsement, Multi-policy, Safety Course, Transfer, Association Member are all included!
Special treatment for loyal customers:
• Accident Forgiveness and Small Claim Forgiveness equals lower rates
• Claim Free Renewal Discount
• Prompt Payment Discount
• Disappearing Deductible
With the average motorcycle owner at 41 years of age, older drivers also enjoy lower rates.
For questions or explanations, please contact us for more information and be safe!!

THANKS AGAIN FOR MAKING REINHARDT’S AGENCY BEST OF THE BEST 2014!

FACEBOOK LIKES

285
Please visit our page and help us
reach our goal of
500 Likes!

